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All 1n the State of Mind
If you think you're beaten you are,
If you think you dare not you don't,
If you'd like to win, but you think you can't,
It's almost a cinch you won't,
If you think you'll lose, you've lost,
For out in the world we find
Success begins with a fellow's will,
It's all in the state of mind.

Full many a race is. lost,
Ere ever a step is run,
And many a coward fails
Ere even his work's begun.
Think BIG and your deeds will grow.
Think SMALL and you'll fall behind.
Think that you can, and you will.
It's all in the state of mind.
If you think you're outclassed, you are,
You've got to think high to rise,
You've got to be sure of yourself before
You ever can win a prize.
Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man,

But soon or late the man who wins
Is the fello w w ho THINKS HE CAN.
-Anonymous.

FLAG SPEECH
Delivered by President J. 'IV. Brister at Che Yest Tennessee Stace Normal School,
on the occasion of che raising of a flae onr the main buildine, April 25, 191 7

Your Flag and My Flag
By WILBUR NESBITH

And how it flies today.
In your land and my land
And half a world away!
Rose-red and blood-red
The stripes forever gleam;
Snow-white and soul-whiteThe good forefathers' dream.
Sky-blue and true-blue, with stars
to gleam arightThe gloried guidon of the day; a
shelter through the night.
Your flag and my flag !
And 0 ! how much it holdsy our land and my land,
Secure within its folds !
Your heart and my heart
Beat quicker at the sight;
Sun-kissed and wind-tossedRed and blue and white,
The one flag-the great flag-the
flag for me and you,
Glorified all else beside-the red
and white and blue.

Every loyal son of America must
feel a thrill of pride as he gazes
upon that beautiful emblem. Every
patriotic man and woman must
glory in its triumphs and pray for
its success in the struggle which
our country has just begun to enter.
For that flag is not merely doth
and color, not merely woven threads
and brilliant dyes blended in one
harmonious whole. It's a sign; an
emblem. It stands for our nation
-its life today, its glorious history,
its bright promise of the future.
To each of us. it means what we
read into it. For each it has :i peculiar meaning and significance.
And yet, I dare say, there is not
one among us who fails to feel, first
of all, that it represents American
history. We can feel the touch of
these heroic souls who struggled
through the trying days of the Revolution, purchasing by their valor
and with their blood liberty for all
who dwell on these shores. We
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think of Bunker Hill and Trenton,
Saratoga, King's Mountain, and
Yorktown. We think of successful
attacks, of masterly retreats, of
hard winters, forced marches and
pitched battles; of hardships endured in the name of liberty; of
struggles that tried men's souls ; of
gloomy days when the faith of
stoutest hearts was put to the test :
of final victory which gave birth to
a young and sturdy nation destined
to bless all the peoples of the earth.
The flag stands for struggles on
the seas, foc the heroic endeavor of
American seamen for a free ocean
highway, and an untrammeled commerce of the seas; for brilliant
deeds of sailors and soldier& in the
War of 1812, and for another triumph which added new lustre to the
arms of the still young nation.
But the flag stands not only for
war, but for triumphs in the gentle arts of peace-for the scores of
inventive geniuses whose initiative
and skill have lessened human labor, lightened mankind's· burdens,
lengthened its arm, increased its
vision, added power to its voice,
overcome the forces of nature and
brought from earth and sea and air
a million blessings to multiplying
humanity.
It stands for scientific advancement-for the scholarly men who,
studying in laboratories and industrial plants, have wrested from nature her profoundest secrets and
brought them into the possession of
man.
It stands for the literary achevements of America-its poets, essayists, novelists and historians ; for
its teachers, preachers, orators, lecturers, statesmen, and all who have
inspired mankind and contributed to
the greatness of their country's history. For our nation's history has

not always been set to the music of
fife and drum, or booming cannon
or rattle of musketry. Such martial scenes thrill us-the deeds of
our heroes- we glory in and honor.
But the flag stands for the triumphs
of peace as well as war; and history
is made in shop and factory, in library and laboratory, as well as on
the bloody field of battle. The whole
history of America is written on
those stripes, and as we gaze upon
it today we read that history anew
and take fresh pride in our heritage. And, let us hope, and be fired
with a new determination to a<id
uew glory to the nation's. emblem;
and by our deeds .in factory or on
farm, in school or counting house,
in the marts of trade or on the
battle line-·- whereve1 om· country
needs and bids us go-there to
be found, giving a good account of
ourselves as did our fathers, showing us worthy sons of worthy sire:;.
But the flag is more than history. It
is a living, commanding voice in the
world today. It represents democracy, it shouts in thunder tones the
blessings that belong to a fine people. It is a living demonstration of
the practicability of democracy on
a gigantic scale, and it calls to all
the world to come and tas-te and ;ee;
to throw off kingly yokes, cast aside
despotic crowns, and be men. Every
man a king, it proclaims; each a
sovereign in his own right; and government of the people, for the people, and by the people is the only
government worthy to endure
among the children of men.
For more than a hundred years
it has shown forth democracy and
preached the doctrine of the rights
of man in every corner of the earth.
Wherever the Stars and Stripes
have gone, wherever the battles.hips
of America have ploughed their

way, there has been sung the an- public S·chool. The school is at once
them of liberty, there has been the finest expression of democracy
heard the triumphant voice of de- and the greatest dissiminator of
mocracy; and mankind everywh~re democratic teachings. It is the efhas felt the thrill of contact with fect of democracy and at the same
the virile, self-ruled nation of the time the cause of mere democracy.
West; and even the most down- Here sit side by side the sons of
trodden of the races of men have the day laborer and the merchant
felt the enkindling of a new hope in prince, the child of the highly edthe presence of democracy's em- ucated professional class with him
whose home is in ignorance and ilblem.
And so the flag is a prophesy ; for literacy ; and from their commingin it is written the message of de- ling and society intercours·e comes
mocracy to the world. It is sung by gain to both. Each boy learns a
morning breezes·; it is wafted on lesson from the other and society
evening zephyrs; it is thundered in is strengthened because of their
the cannon's war; it has been car- vital contact. The public school is
door of opportunity, and
ried on the gentle sails of com- the
merce.. Where the flag goes, there through that widely extended portal
also is the nation; where it floats go each year hundreds and thousdemocracy is exhaled ; liberty lives ands from poverty to affluence,
in its presence, and human rights from ignorance into learning, from
are assured when it is s-tretched on obscure surroundings to brilliant positions·. Thank God for the public
high.
The flag spells opportunity. No school, for the opportunity it gives,
son and daughter of America but for America that contributes it, and
may soar . Let him who will as- for the flag which floats over all
pire and America guarantees to alike, vouchsafing equality of opporhim a chance. If he fail, no one tunity to all the children of all the
else need feel the blame. Poverty people.
can not hold one down-witness
The flag means protection. UnAndrew and Stonewall Jackson , der its sheltering folds we stand,
Lincoln, Garfield and multiplied unafraid of foreign foe. We are
thousands of others who, tho:tgh confident in its strength. W e know
hemmed in by poverty .on e .,:ery what it has accomplished in other
side, have thrown the barriers down days, the shocks it has withstood,
and risen to the highest heights of the hard s·truggles through which it
glory and renown.
has passed, the victories it has won ;
Humble birth and lineage are not and so in peaceful securiety we poscontrolling factors in this land of sess ourselves, because that flag, our
opportunity; the humblest may rise flag, floats high aloft and drives
with the proudest, and he who lives away fear of every invading foe.
today in the obscurest cottage may
And, finally, the flag is a chalsit in a rich man's palace and hold lenge to you and me, to every son
the highest seat of official honor a and daughter of America. It chalfew years hence.
lenges our courage, our faith, our
The glory of America, the bright- intelligence, our strength and loyalest gleam in all that galax y of ty. It calls to everyone to rally
stars and profusion of color, is the around its standard, to stand by it,
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to dedicate one's self to it. It's a
call to duty-in thunder tones it
calls, and all but degenerates or
weaklings will obey. A call to arms
for some, far away on firing lines
on foreign shores, or behind smoking cannon of dreadnaught deck, or
in cramped quarters of submarineand s·ome who are here, yes, many
will answer the call.
A call to peaceful arts for others
-in factory, on farm, in the busy
marts of trade-for production and
commerce must go on-and many
here will respond.
In official place, in school room
others must remain ; for children
will continue to be born and must
be trained even amid war's alarms.
and the generation now coming on
must find teachers and leaders and
guides.
And let it be proclaimed that he
who is engaged in productive employment need not be ashamed, even
though he bear no arms. He who
is better fitted for the farm than
the battle's fray can serve his country better there. The one thing
true is this-America has need for
all. Let each man, each woman,
be sure he finds his place and serve
with might aad main therein.
None of us has lived when patriotism ran so high as- now. The
large national wars were over before any of us were born. Our nation, in our lifetime, has never before been confronted by so imposing a foe. And this is the day
which puts to test our patriotism.
Patriotism, be it remembered, i<> not
a mere sentiment. Rather, as President Wilson has S·O aptly s:iid, it is
an active principle of conduct. The
most patriotic is not he who feels
the subtlest thrill, nor sheds the
most copious tears over national
disaster-not he who talks the

longest, or shouts the most-not he
who throws- his cap highest in air
at the sight of Old Glory-but he
who gives his life without reserve
to his country's cause.
The spirit in which we give is the
measure of our dedication. Herc
on this sacred spot today-in an
American public school, under the
Star Spangled Banner, waving triumphant in the breeze, let us one
and all give ourselves to Americain peace or war, in school room or
at battle front, on farm or battleship deck-wherever duty calls-, let
us obey.

0 sacred emhlem ! 0 glorious flag!
0 wonderful America!
"Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers,
our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,
Are all with thee,-are all with
thee!"
THE ERRANT DIAMOND.
"What do you think, girls? I had
Will's ring in my possession before
I ever laid eyes on Will himself,"
said Eloise Wright, as the girls
clustered about her, trying simultaneously to obtain a nearer view of
the splendid diamond sparkling so
radiantly on the third finger of her
left hand. She had just announced
her engagement to Professor Willaim Wright, to these intimate
friends who had come at her invitation to spend the afternoon with
her.
''What's that? Picked out your
ring before you had the man?"
boldly asked an exquisite brunette,
who had ceased examining the lovely ring on hearing Eloise's disclosure. "Now, don't act so mysteri-:
onslv," said a recent debutante, to
who.m engaged couples seemed al-
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most supernatural beings, so oblivious were they to all the rest of the
world.
"How did such a thing happen?"
eagerly asked the others in chorus,
while they made themselves comfortable in anticipation of hearing
one of Eloise's recent marvelous
experiences- when in Europe.
The charming hostess seated herself on a stool in the center of the
c.ircle and leisurely hegan: "Father
decided to leave me in Genoa, while
he went into Syria to investigate
some excavations being carried on
there by the English Archaeological
Society. He had just gone, when
I received an invitation to visit
friends in Lucerne.
"The very day of my departure
there came through the Cook Tourist Agency a small, heavily insured
package addressed to my father,
Profes-sor 'William Wright. I signed the receipt with my father's
name. T here was nothing else to
do. It must have been mere curiosity that led me to examine carefully the seals and stamps before
opening the box. On beholding a
gorgeous diamond, sparkling in its
splendid beauty from its- bed of rich
purple, I was astonished and perplexed that father should have
bought such a valuable ring without
mentioning it before he left. I just
couldn't resist the temptation to try
it on, and how delighted I was when
it fitted exactly my third finger.
Probably father bought it for me as
a ~urprise, I thought. This explanation seemed plausible enough.
"Before starting on my journey
I sewed the box into a pocket inside
of my wais-t. While on the train I
couldn't help thinking about it and
began to doubt whether father
would buy such an expensive jewel
for me.

7

"As soon as I arrived at Lucerne
I wrote to father about it, sending
the letter to his address in Syria. I
kept sending him letters at frequent
intervals.
"Weeks passed. No answer. I
would often take the elegant ring
out of my trunk to admire its loveliness, and vainly hoped I might s-ome
day receive such a gift from a true
lover. Whom did it belong to? I
wanted to solve the mystery. I was
always afraid, too, that it might be
stolen.
Two months later I was startled
to receive a cablegram from father
reading, 'No ring purchased. Send
back.'
"You can imagine my distress. I ·
quickly decided that another Prof.
Wrig~t ~~s traveling in Europe,
and, .1hqumng at Cook's headquarters m London, I found my conjecture true. They wrote me that a
profes.sor of that name was now at
Interlaken, Switzerland.
"Then I was possessed with a.
strange desire to attend to the matt~r in person. I was fir mly 'convmced that he was the right fu l owner, and th en, too, felt that I could:
tell him better than I could explail1'.
in a letter. So I sent a telearam at
once asking him to call at ~y address in Lucerne, if he desired news
of a lost ring. In a few hours I had!
a reply that he would arrive the
next afternoon.
"I had unconscious·ly drawn a
mental picture of how shocked the
middle aged, dignified professor
would look when I told him I had
kept the ring two months without
making any effort to find the owner.
"While awaiting his arrival, '!
could not persuade myself that I
was not guilty of mismanagement.
'He can't help thinking me dishonest,' I worried. If father were only
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here, I often said to myself. I trembled every time the door bell rang.
Unable to stay in company with
such thoughts, about five o'clock I
vvent for a short walk.
"On my return I saw in the small
cozy Swiss parlor an attractive,
jolly looking young man on the
settee.
" 'Excuse me, I stammered, as I
purposely looked into the parlor. I
was expecting Prof. William
Wright, of Cambridge, Mass.'
" 'I usually answer to that name,'
he answered, his eyes twinkling.
" 'How relieved I am to find you
at last,' I sighed, recovering from
my surprise. Then I asked abruptly, ·Did you buy a diamond ring
at C. L. Halbler's, in Interlaken?'
"The young man's eyes opened
wide, his expression changed and
he hurriedly replied: 'Yes, about
three months ago. I have not received it yet. It was to be sent to
Genoa. After days of anxious
waiting I wrote to the jeweler, who
replied he had sent it through
Cook's to the right address, and he
had the receipt to show.
" 'I signed father's. name,' I interrupted, thoroughly convinced
now that the ring belonged to him,
'and I-have-the-ring!'
" 'What? YOU? The ring ? He
questioned in great surprise.
"I ran upstairs immediately to
my room, and brought him back the
ring. On recognizing his property
he .t hanked me for my trouble, and
regretted that it had worried me.
In return f told him all I have just
told you.
"Well, girls, I won't tell you
about the delightful afternoons we
spent together on the beautibl
Geneva, or of the time we viewed
together the magnificent sunrise
from the Rigi, or of the entranc-

ing moonlight walks along the lake
shore ; and above all, I won't tell
Y?U what happened th~ night-Will
slipped the same beautiful ring upon
my finger."
Just t~~n the sunlight. fell upon
t~e ex~ms0 1te. gem, scatt~nng its myriad lights m every direction and
Eloise, gazing lovingly upon it, softly added : "The ring brought my
lover; my wish came true."
E. 0. PHILLIPS.
A TRIP TO THE SUCCESS.
"Are you going?"
"Who with?"
"] ust think of it, the oldest ship
afloat!"
"Sho' 'nuff ?"
"Half price tickets for the Normal students, too.''
"Well, I'm going if I have to
walk."
These bits of conversation were
to be heard in the crowd before a
blazing yellow poster on the bulletin board, which announced that the
prison ship, "Success," was. in Memphis, and further information might
be obtained from Mr. Smith. The
eventful Wednesday which had
been selected as the day for the trip
came, and after an early supper, a
motley collection of spring bonnets
.ind suits, rain coats, and umbrella;;
cam(' forth from the dormitory :.iad
were joined at the Flat5 by o collection of v rrnng men similarly attired.
All made a wild dash · for the car
and-a s·eat in it, while the chaperones called the roll to make sure
that none from their party had f'Scaped. So much dissipation 011 a
school night proved almost fatal for
some, but at last they were safely
marshalled to the river and the~·e in
exchange for a quarter obtai11ed a
little blue ticket which admitted
them to the ship.
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"Step this way and obse~;e insi.de
. a lecturer comes out, a voice
un t 11
•
d
11 d and moving m one accor
~e est~pped. On the walls of t~e
cabin on the upper deck were P.Ictures of the hideous. methods w~1ch
have been used to torture convicts
and criminals, framed warrants,
prints old handcuffs, leg irons and
musk~ts. The imagined horrors
sent chills running up and down our
spines and made us. thai:ikful that
this. was the Twentieth mstead ot
the Nineteenth century, when such
things do not exist. After a short
talk on the upper deck the lecturer
announced that he would preach another sermon on the middle deck. A
glance into the cells here where lifelike figures stared through the
bars brought forth squeals, and oh
what a relief it was to know that
it was only "make believe" now,
even if it had been "sho nuff" in
the past. About twenty-five of the
figures clad in the regular pri!>on
garb were on this deck. The prison
chapel, where prisoners were allowed as a reward for good conduct, and the "Tiger's Den," where
as many as twenty-two ferocious
prisoners were placed at 0:1e time,
were illustrated here. From t he
middle deck we descended to the
lower. It was here that prisoners
were confined for the first three
years of their imprisonment a~d
longer if their conduct demanded
it. The real horrors of the ship
were here, the condemned cel1 and
the black holes (Prof. Culp~pper
can tell more about the black hole&
if one cares to know it). After the
explanations were completed we
were all allowed to wander over the
ship at leisure and when we walked
down the gang-plank and looked
back once more at the big old yellow ship decorated with black ar-

rows we felt that a worth while lesson had been learned from this interesting relic of bygone barbarity.
DOROTHY MELSON.

SPRING.
Oh Spring! thou art the resurrection morn of all the year. Thou
dost arrive, and all the dormant
earth awakes. Dame Nature, robed
in all her bright array, comes forth
to welcome thy return. The trees
bring forth new leaves ; the south
wind whi&pers softly to the buds
and they burst forth in bloom.
Piercing their way, sword-like,
through the dead leaves, the blades
of grass shoot forth. Green ferns
unfold their notched leaves, and
blue-eyed violets lift their little
heads to catch the rays of sun. The
insects come forth out of their winter habitations. They, too, are glad
that Spring is here. The air is fragrant with the breath of flowers. The
birds warble loudly their gladsome
songs, while golden dandelions seem
to keep time as they grow. In running brooks are mirrored deep the
blue skies overhead . The breeze
with gentle voice now seems to s2.y,
"This is a world of life and hope
and happiness." I ask the trees, the
flowers and the rippling brooks,
Oh where is God? And each one
softly whispers back, "God is in
m e.'' Oh Thou, who in Thy own
devious plan did make the tiniest
seed to bring forth lif e anew; we
know that Thou wilt bring the
Spring Tim~ to th~ soul of man,
and he shall live agam.
ETHEL KABAKOFF.
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MAN IS A CONUNDRU1L
Man is the conundrum of the universe. He ha~ explored the remotest parts of the earth and discovered
the North Pole, but he cannot find
a clean handkerchief in his· own bu reau drawer.
He will lead a forlorn hope in
battle with a smile on his face, BUT
he has to walk seven times around
the block before he can screw his
courage up to enter the dentist's
door.
He can face a ferocious lion wi :hout · quailing, BUT a little two-byfour wife can have him so terrorized that he pulls off his shoes on
his outer door mat and sneaks int;)
his home like a burglar.
He can be big, and bold, and
E: trong, BUT be scared to death
every time he has a sick headache.
He can wait like patience on a
mountain for the ::iccomolishment
of some big end, BUT r~ve like a
lunatic if dinner is ten minutes late.
He may be utterly .:ynical and
worldly wise, YET girl baby with
dimples and large blue ey~s can take
him and make a fool of him.
He may have written volumes
about the psychology of women,
BUT he can't distinguish between
nerves and temper, weeping ior joy
or sorrow.
He may be highly intellectual and
educated, and enjoy only the wciety of cultivated people, YET he
will pick out a silly little goose ot a
girl for a wife.
He will spend ten years of his life
chasing down some woman to pPrsuade her to marry him, AND apparently lose all interest in her the
minute the we<ldin~~ ceremony ts
over.
0

a

He will spend every evening .th
a girl befo~e he marries her, A~D
every evenmg away from her aft
, . d
er
th ey are marne .
He can always remember h.
sweetheart's birthday, BUT he ne~~
er can his. wife's.
~e enjoys wasting his money
buymg wmes for chorus airls BUT
it gives him a grouch to have to pa
the baby's milk bill.
y
He is as veracious as Geor»e
Washington to the balance of the
world, BU'.T he lies like Ananias to
his wife.
He can walk thirty miles a day
in a golf game and brag about how
good it makes him feel, BUT it
gives him nervous· prostration to
push the baby's carriage four
blocks.
He doesn't see why his wife isn't
perfectly thrilled just to spend all of
her time at home every day with the
children, BUT one Sunday after1mon i~ the bosom of his family
bores him to extermination.
He always reproves his wife for
repeating scandal, BUT not until
she's told him the last detail.
He has a poor opinion of the feminine intellect, BUT when he gets in
trouble he always goes to a woman
for advice.
He spends ten years' time in deciding on the noble qualities he shall
demand in the woman he marries
AND then he marries a girl becaus~
s.he had white teeth or a cute little
curl on the back of her neck
Oh, man is the prize conundrum
of the universe. No woman ever
guesses the right answer to that riddle; that's the reason the two sexes
are of perpetual interest to each
other.
1

II

JONES' PRIVATE ARGYMENT.

Th~t air same Jones, which lived in
Jones,
.
He had this pint about lpm:
He'd swear with a hundred sighs
and groans,
.. ,
That farmers must stop g1ttm
loans,
And git along without 'em.
That bankers, warehousemen, and
sich,
Was fatt'nin' on the planter,
And Tennessv was rotten-rich
A-raisin' meat and corn, all which
Draw'd money to Atlanta.
And the only thing (says Jones)
to do
Is, eat no meat that's boughten;
Bu,t tear iip every I. 0. U.
And plant all corn and swear for
true
To quit a-raisin' cotton!
Thus spouted .Tones ( vvhar folks
could hear,
At Court and other gatherin's),
And thus kep' spoutin' many a
year,
Proclaimin' loudly far and near
Sich fiddlesticks and blatherin's.
But, one all-fired sweatin' day.
It happened I was hoein.,
I\1y lower corn field, which it lay
'Longside the road that runs my
way,
Whar I can see what's goin'.

And a'ter twelve o'clock had come
I felt a kinder faggin'
And laid myself un'neath a plum
To let dinner settle sum,
When 'kmg come Jones' waggin.
And Jones was settin' in it, so,
A-readin' of a paper.
His mules was goin' powerful slow,
Fur he had tied the lines onto
The staple of the scraper.
The mules they stopped about a
rod
From me, and went to feedin'
'Longside the road, upon rhe soJ,
But Jones (which he had tuck a
tod)
Not knowin', kept a-re~din'.
And presently says he: "Hit's
true;
That Clisby's head is level.
Thar's- one thing farmers all must
do,
To keep themselves from goin' tew
Bankruptcy and the devil !
"More corn! More corn! J.1ust
plant less ground,
And mustn't eat what's boughten!
Next year they'll do it; reasonin'
sound
(Ami cotton will fetch 'bout a dollar a pound) ;
Therefore, I'll plant all cotton!"
SIDNEY LANIER.
Mac• n, Ga., 1870.
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A marked change has occurred
t Normal School within the past
~ew weeks. Quite a numbe~ of our
stalwart boys have. felt their country's call, and m answer
to
that call have either g?1'.e to the
front or to the farm, w1llmg _tl? do
their share in this present cns1s.
In leaving the school, these young
men carry with them the .prais_e.
honor, and esteem of those wno still
remain with the Gray and Blue. It
matters not whether they are in th:
ranks of soldiers or the furrows- or
the farm, they ha".e with them the
same true suport given by our loyal
student body. Through all of their
service to the Red, White and Blue
we are expecting them to be an
honor to our school in every resp.ect,
and to be an exponent of the qualities for which she has ever stood.
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Athletics ----·--·--·,-·-·····-·--·-····-·······-··········-·····-·--·-······-···-·----········Rollins Wilson

"I Didn't Raise My Girl to Be a
Soldier." That's all right, but the
crirls are training to be "soldiergirls" every morning at 6 : I 5-incidentally, working up an appetite.
They are learning self control, the
haoit of concentrated attention, and
absolute silence. Some folks say
that a woman will talk, no matter
what the occasion. Professor Davis
can say that Normal School girls
are quiet for at least one hour every
day.
In this almost Amazonian colony
another work is going on. The
boys have gone home to farm, leaving the girls here to do their work.
Cheerfully the girls- have put on
their rough clothes to coax Mother
Nature to work for Uncle Sam.
We shall so·on have, without a
doubt, two companies of well
trained cadets and an association of
~arme~-lassies that will be experts
m thetr line of business.
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FACULTY TRAINING.
When it began to be near unto
spring, knowing that the time for
planting was at hand, Prof. Davis
said: "Behold, I go forth into the
fields to plow." Now, Prof. Davis
was a wise teacher and experienced
in all that pertaineth to making
crops.
So when it was noised abroad
that he had said, "I go forth to
plow," Dr. Hood said, "I go with
thee."
Prof. Davis opened his mouth
and said unto him, "Knowest thou
what thou doest? Thou art a
learned man. Thou understandest
all about the visual limen, and thou
canst utter high-sounding words
about semi-somnambulism and local
signs; but thinkest thou that thou
canst till the· soil?" (It was known
throughout all the regions of Memphis that Dr. Hood was unskilled
in all that pertained to making
crops.)
About this time cometh one Prof.
Patterson, and saying with much
feeling: "The price of food goeth
high and I fear lest I might not
have bread for myself and wife.
Now what shall I do?"
"Join with us· in a faculty club,"
saith Prof. Davis, "and then shalt
thou have bread and to spare."
Some days after these things
were spoken, it was time for Dr.
Hood to begin to plow (for each
one had agreed before to plow six
hours in each week, and when they
had cast lots for who should plow
first, the lot fell on Dr. Hood).
When he had harnessed the mules
he went forth, with much dignity,
as becometh a teacher, and plowed
diligently for a time.
By and by the mules- which he
drove became careless and because
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of this Dr. Hood was much vexed.
Being sorely vexed, he opened his
mouth and said unto them : " Get
up and gee, Beck-you disappoint
me more and more. Now, John, if
you get out of the furrow again
y ou will embarrass Beck, for she is
trying to work right. Go along
r ight and don't force me to have to
r ail on you again." More and more
?1e chided the mules, but thev wax ed
worse and worse. Finally, Dr.
Hood lifted up his eyes and seeth
Pres. Brister afar off. He straightway beckoned for him to come to
him and when he had come he
earnestly besought him to plow in
his place. Pres. Brister looked on
him with compassion and plowed
for him.
In those days it came to pass that
Prof. Patterson entered into the
field to plow. (He it is that teach
eth history and assigneth much
work to the Senior class in outside
reading.) He plowed with much
grace and skill because, as he himself declared, he had been accustomed to work much when a bov.
While he yet plowed, the ground
was grown hard so that it was with
great pushing that he made the
plow go into ;t.
Dr. Hood passing by, seeth Prof.
P atterson and immediately understandeth the situation. He began
to say, " Behold how he wrestleth,"
fo r the ground was hard. He then
b esought P rof. P atterw n to rest and
refresh himself with a cream cone
o r coca cola, but Prof. Patterson
said unto him :
"Honest labor degradeth no man.
T he work which I do here is the
' seed cor n' of greater work h ~ re
a fter. I must get this out of my
system, then I shall find rest."
These are the chronicles of three
o f the teachers wfo.o taught in the

Normal School during the reign of
Presider:it Brister. Truly, many
other thmgs were done by them that
are not written here, but these are
written that you might know that
some literary men can also make
bread.
C. S. AUSTIN.

TO THE .B OYS BEHIND THE
PLOW AND THE GUN.
K APPA L AMBDA SI GMA:
Close the book of civil maxim,
Loose the pen of peaceful
thought,
For a despot's hand has written
All a despot's eye has caught.
On each page read proud oppression,
Words of blood upon the white;
Learned in peace, high thought and
action,
Teach a tyrant how to fight .
Teach him honor in his dealing;
Teach him mildness in his tone;
T each him beasts rule men no
longerHumans only hold a throne!
T each h im that the land of freedom
Gives no insult, takes no stain;
Place a mark upon his foreheadShow the world another Cain !
Sons of Normal, drape your banner
With the Stars and Stripes till
bright;
In the fu r rows and the trenches.,
Work for honor, fight for right!
Carlisle Herron, S. A. M.
May 3, 1917.

SE YM OUR A MY NDERS CLUB

Today the reddest sta r gleams
In the activities of the s<:hool the
Kappas have played an ii;nportant bright above our nation, that has-·
part. In filling offices in Y . W . C. been denied peace with honor ; the
A., Student C mncil. and D ramatic war lord sits upon his fi ery throne
calling the heroes of Y orktown,
Club we have done our share.
New Orleans, Monterey and MaWe are now closing a~ very suc- nilla once more beneath their high
cess ful year. In spite of the excit- hung stars and living stripes.
ing times the girls have not lost in- North, South, East and \;\Test vie
terest. T hey have been untiring in with each other in rallying to the
their effo rts to make our S ociety the support of humanity's common
best. W e have been very fo rtunate cause. America marshals her armv
in having energetic officer s and p ro- of democracy overnight. The soigram committees. The work has dier takes his gun, the farmer hisplow-and the fight is on.
been planned along definite lines,
As each individual and each orwhich has- been a benefit to all.
ganization heeds the confident call'
O ur last program was very much Woodrow Wilson, the West Tenenj oyed by all. It consisted of mu- nessee State Normal School steps.
sic by Miss Rebecca Harris and an forward and takes its place in the
impromptu debate.
front rank of those who would do"
their "bit ;" and among the school's .
Affirmative:
M iss Sherrod,
representatives the Seymour A .
Miss Hazelwood.
Miss Clara May Mynders Club has. more than its.
Negative:
quota. W ith one voice the MynJohnson, Miss Birdie Bowers.
ders boys vote to stand by the PresThe affirmative was· given the de- cident and the flag, to perform any
cision. The closing event of the service that is asked of them. I n
season will be the debate between answer to the plea for food, many
the Sigma Alpha Mu and Kappas. a re pushing Old Beck across the
W_e w ill be ably represented by open field that is "rich with the
Miss Anna Sherrod and Mi ss prospects of an abundant harve~.n
Ruth Ruffin.
Among these are C. E. and C. A .
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Davis, u. G. Pettigrew, Terrell McIllwain and Elton McClure. President Rollin Wilson has led Sorsby;
Thurman, Tucker, and Foster to
the National Guard. Almost every
member who has no farm has applied for service in either the army
or navy; many have been accepted;
some have been refused, because of
their youth or. fai.ling to pass .the
physical examinations... Of t~irty
members only five or six remain to
console the Owl.
In keepincr with the spirit of the
day, that ha~ had its effect upo~ all
peaceful pursuits, our meetings
have discontinued; but wherever the
Mynders' boys are, be they upon
the field of battle fighting shrap~el
or upon some othe~ . field fi ghting
potato bugs, the spmt ?f broth~r
hood and fraternity still re~ains
with them. Pledged to s.uport liberty and equality, ther now have .an
opportunity of fighting on the side
·of these rights of all men. Whe~
,democracy reigns secure and oligarchy is hurled to dust, the pl~net
of the God of War will sink into
the past, never agai~ to inflame the
skies of civilized nations. Then the
Mynders' boys, af~er th.ey have done
their duty well, will umte once more
beneath the Owl and the Skull, as
they are uniting now beneath the
Stars and Stripes.
0

Y. W. C. A.
Our Y. W. C. A. work has continued in an enjoyable way. The
Missionary Committee had charge
of the program on W ednes?ay evening, and after seyeral girls had
contributed interesting accounts of
work in Mexico, among the mountaineers, immigrants, and ne~~oes.
Mrs. Caldwell told us of a vlSlt to
Ellis Island, the landing place of

the immigrants. Everyone voted
this one of the most interesting prop-rams of the year. Other committees have ~l~eady done their pan,
the Association News Committee
having a program which made all
feel closer to other associations.
On Thursday night, May 10th
we had a social for the purpose of
raising some much needed money.
Everyone enjoyed the gathering
very much. We also hope to raise
some of these much needed funds
by purchasing boo~s at the ~nd of
this term and selling them in the
fall. We hope many of the girls
will donate books to this· cause, or
at least sell them at as little as possible, as we hope to raise quite a
sum by this plan. We appeal to all
the crirls-Y. W. C. A. members,
dor~itory girls and town girlsfor your help and support.
CALDWELL PLAYERS PRESENT "UNEXPECTED."
On Friday evening, April 21st,
the Caldwell Players presented
"Unexpected," a society play, to a
large and appreciative audience in
the Auditorium at the West Tennessee State Normal.
The plot was· a pleasing one, in
which each member of the cast had
opportunity to display special tal ·
ent.
The cast was as follows :
Miss Catherine Templeton
____________ Miss Lila Newland
Miss Betty Templeton
____________ Miss· Sarah Powell
Lady Churchill
______ _: ___ Miss Ida W. Mynders
Mrs Sylvia Dale
_________ __Miss Alleine Walker
Miss Jane Templeton
.
___________ Miss Ruth Davidson
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William Templeton __ Wells Shearer
Bobby Saunders _____ Grady Shires
Major Blount_ ___ Arthur D. Frank
Colonel Brown _____ Clifton Parrott
J ames Fuller ______ u. R. Pettigrew
Martin _____________ Ralph Strong
Music by the Forum Orchestra
and Misses Bicknell and Herd.
Miss Lila Newland, as Catherine
Templeton, the oldest of four sisters with rather an eccentric father,
read her lines beautifully and su~
tained each phase of her many sided
character very creditably.
Miss Ruth Davidson, as the maiden aunt, was especially fine.
Miss Ida Mynders, as Lady Ciel
Templeton Churchill; Miss Sara
Powell, as Betty Templeton, and
Mis& Alleine Walker, as Mrs. Sylvia Templeton 'Dale, were all beautiful, and portrayed their respective
characters in an exceptional manner, receiving much applause.
Mr. Wells Shearer, as the father,
William Templeton, was ideal; Mr.
Grady Shires, as Bobby Saunders,
was "par excellence"; Mr. Arthur
Frank, as Major Blount, was a real
pleasure, and Mr. Clifton Parrott
&ustained the roll of the eccentric
soldier-lover in a most delightful
manner. Messrs. Ralph Strong and
U . G. Pettigrew each read their
lines perf ectly as Martin and James
F uller, giving much pleasure to the
audience.
Mrs. Caldwell is to be congratulated on the excellent talent developed in the dramatic club under her
splendid instruction.
Quite a nice sum was realized for
the auditorium curtain .
Special mention should be made
of the very excellent music furnished by the Forum Orches.tra, and
Miss Nada Bicknell as prima donna,
and Miss Katherine Herd with her
violin.
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SIGMA ALPHA MU.
Although most members of the
Sigma Alpha Mu welcome the approach of vacation's carefree days,
still there comes a feeling of regret
that the school year is so near to a
close. Under the able guidance of
its officers the member& of the society have enthusiastically pi esented
a number of delightful programs.
A spirit of earnestness and co-operation has been displayed in our
work; every girl who has taken part
in a program has put forth every
effort to present something interesting and thoroughly helpful.
In the annual debate between the
two girls' societies., the S. A. M.
will be ably represented by Miss
Tommy Davis and Miss Louise
Durham.
THE FORUM.
Under the leadership of Mr.
Ham, as president, The Forum has
taken on new life. Some excellent
programs have been rendered, and
general patriotic interest is in evidence.
Every member is given an opportunity-at least one each term-to
have an active part in a program.
Vital, national, and current issues
are studied and disctJssed.
The
Forum orchestra gives refre~·hing
renditions almost every meeting.
New members are admitted often.
Before the school year closes we expect to do more work than during
any other six weeks of this year.
Alas ! many unlooked for thing;
have happened since this n~port ~·c:.s
written. At present there is no
Forum 8-0ciety, as all but two of its
members have departed . The3e
poor, forlorn creatures are !"'.Cw beg-
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ging admittance into the girls' society. This is their application:
"We, the most beautiful and handsome young men in the Senior class,
having been closely connected with
literarv societies ever since we have
been ·in the N orrr•al School, and
realizing the magnitude of their
worth to us, and at the same time
in full cognizance of the extreme
value of our connections with any
organizations to which we lwlong,
w:!:'h to hereby respectfully submit
ou:- names as candidate~ for membership in thP Kappa Lambda Sigma Literarv Society.
J f accepted, we promise to attend
upon its ordinances and support its
institutions as far a3 our magnanimity permits. \Ve further promise
to he chivalrm.'.s and courteous to
the young ladie!:', and at all tin1es
in entire subjection to their divine
beauty and ;·esJJCctfol attentions.
\Ve promise to rake part in all entertainments, ~11d faithfully prPsc:nt
our::;elves before each and every
"punch bowl" if there is one.
\Ve do thi s in consequence of the
fact that the ravage:> of war and
the call of the furrow have so depleted our ranks that the one-time
proud Forum has been forced to
succumb to the inevitable condition
of holding no more meetings for
this year.
Most graciously and cordially
yours,"
-1
A. R. WORLEY.
J. V. RICHARDSON .

shock. They actually, under this
peculiar influence, covenanted with
each other to raise corn and potatoes, rather than knock "hooks" and
"slices" on the golf links. After a
few days the rest of us began to get
interested. The final, or rather the
initial result, was that teachers and
students are engaged in the greatest
food preparedness movement that
has ever been undertaken at die
.Normal School. Organizations are
being worked out for the guidance
of the work, and we hope to teach
the value of preparing what we eat
to all concerned. This is not theory
alone. President Brister propo~s
to hoe as much corn as Dr. Hood.
Mrs. Myndei:s, with a tomato club
of twelve, challenged any other
group of like number to compete
with them in a contest. The Chester County girls accepted. The
work is on in real earnest.
A patriotic program was recently
given, which proved an inspiration
indeed. At its close a financial offering was made by students· and
faculty, totaling $20.59. This was
expended for a United States flag,
9x14 feet. On April 25th this
splendid flag was unfurled over the
Normal building with appropriate
ceremonies. The work that ·is being done must have a powerful influence directly on those that participate in it, and indirectly on those
who are touched by the influence of
those students when they become
teachers in the communities where
their lot is cast.
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Glee Clubs, band and orchestra have
all made nice progress and now
that vocal music has been made a
required subj'ect in Tennessee public school system, additional interest
will be taken in music in all its
branches, especially public school
music. The certificate course pupils·
will give a very interesting and
creditable recital, completing the
work of that course, May 25th, to
which all are cordially invited .
Five Normal students are com ·
peting the certificate course in
music this year. The young ladies
have the distinction of being the
first to finish a regular prescribed

MUSIC DEPARTMENT.

A food campaign is sweeping the
country. It has struck the Community Club. Three of the teachers-Dr. Hood, Prof. Davis and
Prof. Patterson-first felt the

The work done in the music department this year has been very
gratifying to all. The classes have
been large and enthusiastic. The
Normal Chorus, Men's and Girls'

course in music in this institution.
All have been earnest and diligent
in their work and the facultv congratulates them on their accomplishments and encourages them to continue their further progress in the
greatest of all the arts.
Following is the list of those f.nishing the course :
Mertise Norris, violin, piano and
theory.
Ailene Derryberry.
Gertrude Erwin, piano and theory.
Lucile Follis.
Gladys Roberts-on.

RECITAL
GIVBN BY

PUPILS OF PROF. AND MRS. AUSTIN
Of West Tcnnesse State Normal
May 11, 1917, 8:30 o'clock
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

WHAT THE COMMUNITY
CLUB IS DOING.
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The fo llowing is the program given by the third term elementary pupils:
Piano Solo-Whisperings of Love ____________ _________________________ Kinkrt
ANNIE HOUSTON
Cornet and Clarinet Duet-Southern Melodi es __________________________ Foster
ERSKINE HELMS and LEO JONES
Piano Solo-Idyllio --------------------------------------------- _______ LacI?
MAUD HOLLY
Saxophone Solo-Heart Bowed Down, fr om "Bohemian Gid"-- - --------Balf e
V ADIS NORRIS
Piano Solo-Butterfly -----------------------------------------------Merk el
REBECCA HARRIS
Violin Duet-Reverie _---------- ____ -------- ______________________ ___ !J1 orris
E UGENE ROBERTSON and ELIZABETH FOLLIS
Piano Solo-Butterfly _______________________ ---------------- __ ~ - ____ Lavette
MARY CONYERS
Bell Solo-Waltz from "Faust" ------------------------------- ~ -------Go1mod
BUQUO GALLAHE R
Piano Solo-Song of ApriL ___________________________________________ _Lack
Canzanetta --------------------- -- -- -------- ____ ---- ____ s chue tt
ELIZABETH BARTON
Vocal Solo-Calm as the NighL---------------------- ~- ---------------Boh n-1
V {\LDAR McLEMORE
Eight-Handed Number-Val se de Concert_ _________________________ Gottschalk
First Piano:
Second Piano:
ELIZABETH BARTON
MARY CONYERS
MERTISE NORRIS
MAUD HOLLY

I
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nificant when compar.e d to the
pleasures and riches which have
come and will continue to come to
us from the friendships formed
both among the faculty and student
body. Indeed, it is our friends
"vhom we will remember and look
· back upon long after we have forgotten most of what we have
learned from books.
It is their encouragement and aid

which will help us to be strong and
wise teachers. It is. the thought
that they are watching us and trusting us which will make us strive to
do our best in spite of difficulties.
In leaving we wish to say that
whatever our faults may have been
in the past we shall strive hereafter
to reflect only credit upon the
s chool which has done so much for
us.
0

"Alike to those we love and thof>\e,
we hate,
\'f\Te say no more in parting at li fP:' ~
gate;
To him who passes us beyond
earth's sight
We say as to the wanderer for the
nightGoodbye.
THE 4-A CLASS.

Has everyone got the spring fever? Certainly not. The 4-As are
as wide awake and active as if the
weather were cold enough to freeze
the sun, instead of hot enough . to
melt the heart of the Kaiser. This
spirit has been shown in many ·wav s.
For instance, both prizes. offered. to
the ~cademic department by the
captam of the ship "Success," were
won by members of the 4-A Class
-Miss Ruby White and Miss Lona
Brauner. Naturally, we are very
proud of our prize essays and
would like to suggest that the' other
classes s·tudy them carefully. Perhaps it will enable them to c~··me
nearer winning prizes in the future.

SENIORS' FAREWELL.
As the term draws to its close we
Seniors are just beginning to realize
that our days at dear old Normal
are numbered and that we must try
to make the most of the time left
to us. In looking back over our
two years.' work we see where we
have made mistakes and have fallen short of our duty, but we hope
to profit by these mistakes in the
future. There is no doubt but that
each one of us will go away from
Normal feeling far wiser because of
his two y~ars' ad~i~ional study, at
the same time reabzmg that his education is not complete and that he
has had only a taste of what is in
store for him.
But the benefit derived from
our books is really quite insig-

''\\'hen oft we part from one we
love
By paths that must divide,
In simple faith in God above
We never turn as ide,
But trust anon our future ways
May turn again together.
Our clinging hearts and hancls today,
Tomorrow fate may sever;
We say good-bye for months-for
yearsPerhaps good-bye-forever."
0
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THE CHAP E L CURTAIN .
T he long expected event has happened-the event looked for ward to
for the past three years has come
to pass. Congratulations a re in
order .
We have at last succeeded in gett ing the much desired curtain for
chapel. E ver since the school wa2·
built the student body has felt the
need of this curtain. The proceeds
of the various plays for the past
few years have gone to this iund.
U nder the able direction of Mrs.
Caldwell the plays have been or a
very high standard and very st;ccessful financially. After the proceeds of the last play were turned
in, it was· found that the dream
could now become a reality.
The curtain is of dark green velour, rich in its color and graceful
in its folds. The attractiven:'!ss of
the stage is enhanced very much.
And oh, the comfort that will come
from a whole curtain when we give

__

a play ! No more patching and
darning, and holding together,
while the scenery is being changed.
We are justly proud of our new
cur tain. It represents hard work
and sacrifice on the part of the student body, loyal co-operation on
the pa rt of the faculty, and able
assistance and direction on the p<!rt
of Mrs-. Caldwell. Therefore, since
each has had a share in obtaining
the curtain, ea.ch will share in enjoying it, for our curtain surely isA thing of beauty and a joy forever.
CHAPEL NOTES.
March 20, Miss Dodd made a
very interesting talk on the Gary
System.
Recently a patriotic program was
given under the auspices of the
Community Club. R esolutions endorsing the policy of Woodrow
Wilson were read and adpoted.
The spirit of '76 and 1917 was

./

portrayed by boys and girls in appropriate costumes. The presence
of two or three Confederate Soldiers on the stage added much to
the sentiment and reverence of the
occasion. At the close of exercises
Mr. Austin, president of the Community Club, called for a volunteer
contribution to purchase a flag for
the school. The students responrled generously. The Stars and
Stripes are now floating over our
impos-ing main building.
April 12th Miss Willie C. Johnson explained the nature and benefits of the scholarships given by the
Memphis Intercollegiate Institution.
By the activity of President Brister and Mr. Davis, and the number
of announcements made by the students, plans are fast maturing for
the planting of a number of gardens and tending all available land
near the Normal School.
Miss- Tinling, representing the
W. C. T . U ., has delivered a series
of lectures on T emperance, show·
ing that, although Tennessee is
bone dry there is much yet to be
done.
NOTI CE-Wanted, a mule, medium size. Prefer a colt of two
years, as I want a young and vigorous animal, well "classified" and
not ticklish about the ears-one
that can t ear up roots in a new
ground and cover up "seed corn."
F or further particulars, write Dr.
F razer Hood or Professor Perry C.
Patterson, headquarters West T ennessee ·State Nor mal.
T hrough the efforts of the WOman's Association of the faculty,
the student body had the pleasure
of hearing Bishop Gailor speak on
Monday, May 7. Although this
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was his- .first visit to the school,
Bishop Gailor did not seem to be a
stranger, for his is a well-known
figure in the state. His talk was
most instructive and interesting,
and made us all hope that he would
soon come again.
The state legislature has appropriated $150,000 for a boys' dormitory, a dining hall and other improvements-. But now that we have
the dormitory, we haven't any boys
to put in it. The state has appropriated them also.
The first debate between the Normal, of Conway, Arkansas, and the
West Tennnessee State Normal occurred Saturday evening, April 13.
The home tea~, represented by
Carlyle Herron and Ernest Ball,
carried the honors. We are proud
of our debaters.
BUT FEW MEN LEFT.
W e~·t T ennessee Normal School
rt minds a visitor of a female seminary.
O f II S young men enrolled in
the school at the first of the present term but 20 are left. The
others have either answered the
call to arms or have gone back · to
the farm to do their bit fo r Uncle
Sam.
T welve of the young men have
joined the United States army or
navy. About six have enrolled for
t raining fo r the officers' reserve
co rps and will go to Fort Oglet horpe within the next week. Bet ween 70 and 80 have gone to the
farms throughout the State and
are aiding in the campaign for agri cultural preparedne::•S.
There are about 3 I 5 girls at the
o:chool.
The change at the State Normal
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School .was wrought by the announcement that was made by the
State Board of Education that any
young man in any of the normal
schools who wished to serve his
country would be given credit for
the rest of the year. This brought
the exodus to the farm and to join
the ranks of the soldiers.
The young men showed their
patriotism and the few that are
left had some special duties which
they could not leave. The younomen left at the school either liv~
in the neighborhood or in small
towns of West Tennessee.
But three of the male members of
the Senior class are left at the school.
Two of these young men were
·working on the annual and could
not leave until after graduation.
The other 13 members are on the
farms. of the State and will return
to the college on May 31 to receive
tl.eir diplomas.
Bruce R. Payne, president oi
Peabody College of Nashville. has
heen secured to deliver the annual
commencement address on Thurs
day morning, May 31, in the auditmium of the State Normal Schoo!.
Fifty-nine students will receive
diplomas, 44 girls and 15 boys.
Commencement week will start
Friday afternoon, May 25, with a
reception at the home of Prof. and
Mrs. J. W. Brister, pres.ident of
the school, for the seniors and the
faculty. At night the students of
the musical department of the
school will give a recital.
Saturday night, May 26, the st11dents of the junior class will have
an oratorical contest. A debate bet:veen the two girls' literary societies of the school will be the feature
of t_he programme on Saturday
eve?mg, and Monday night the
senior class play will be given.

Tuesday night will be for reunions of alumni of the school.Commercial Appeal.

STUDENTS RAISE FLAG.
The faculty and students of the
\Vest Tennessee State Normal
were the participants in a n enthusiastic and interesting celebration Tuesday aiterroon wheu the
magnifiicent flag donated bv the
students was presented and raised.
The exercises of the atternoor:
were presided over by C. S . Austir,, the president of the Normal
School Community Club.
The music was furnished bv the
First Tennessee Regiment Band.
The invocation was by Rev. Mr.
Estes, of the Methodist Church,
Buntyn, followed by the beautiful
po~m, "Your Flag and My Flag,"
recited by Mas.ter Jack Brister, the
five-year-old son of President and
Mrs. Brister. The little fellow
thrilled the large audience with his
splendid effort.
The address of the afternoon
was by President Brister, who held
his audience spellbound by his wonderful earnestness and eloquence.
His address· was indeed a masterpiece, with all of his love for country and his fellow men thrilling in
every utterance. His advice to the
young men of the audience who
are going out today to serve their
country on the battle fields and
farms of the St:i.te and nation was
one which will be remembered by
every member of the audience as
long as memory shall last.
The flag was then presentecl. to
the Boy Scouts by Ernest Ball, the
orator of the senior clas~., in a
short but beautiful address. As
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the flag was borne out by the Boy
Scouts the Liberty Bell was run~
bv Miss Kathervn Herd in a beautiful tableau as Liberty, and the
ceremonies were concluded in front
of the auditorium.
As the folds of the flag unfurled
above the stately columns of the
great building every voice was
rais.ed in burst of applause, and a
salute was fired by members of
Company A of the First Tennes-
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see, the members of the cc,mpany
then marching to the athletic field
and giving a fine exhibition of the
training they have had in army
maneuvers, by the inspiring drill
witnessed by hundreds of the students and visitors.
The afternoon with its patriotic
utterances and spirit, will long be
remembered with pleasure, and
sadness as well, by everyone present.-Commercial Appeal.
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ATHLETICS~
.

BASEBALL 1917.
Although their first appearance
was not so promising, the Normal
boys were gradually rounding into
form when the schedule was cancelled. The boys were somewhat
handicapped by cold weather and
rain before they made their initial
appearance against the Tupelo MilThey put up c..
itary Institute.
hard fight and lost the first two
games by close margins-. Foster
opened the season for Normal, with
Mclllwain doing the receiving. After a fast and interesting game Tt~
pelo came out the winner by a 5-4
verdict. The second game was c·1 ·n
more bitterly contested. J: nP .y
Keaton and Mclllwain worked f'1r
Normal. Keaton pitched a good
game, but lost by a 6-5 score. The
following men took the trip: Lawrence (acting captain), Aycock,
Crawford, Wilson, Foster, McClure, Mclllwain, J. S. Keaton, T.
H. Keaton, Ammons, Manager
Thurman, and Prof. Smith.
Soon after the Tupelo trip the
school was fortunate in securing
Mabon Crawford to coach the
team. Coach Crawford, who is an
old Normal star, instilled new life
into the boys and the team began to
round into shape. Great improvem~nt was shown in the next game
with the Cortland Agricultural
High School. Frank, on the mound

.
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for Normal, pitched a good game
and his support was perfect. Normal had little trouble in defeating
the visitors, 4-1.
The Normal squad ran up against
the stiffes·t opposition of the season
in S. P. U. The Clarksville boys
had just been defeated three times
by the University of Mississippi
and they were determined to take
revenge on the next thing that
crossed their path. This happened
to be Normal and collegians did
their best to annihilate the Blue and
Gray boys. The first game was a
walk away for S. P. U. Neither
Foster nor Wilson, who occupied
the mound for Normal, received
any support from the rest of the
team and we were defeated, 15-5.
The next day, however, our boys
decided that a college team wasn't
invincible after all, and they were
determined to win. For a while it
seemed as if their hopes would be
realized, for they got next to Phelan, the visiting pitcher, at the start.
We held the lead for four innings,
but a couple of lucky hits and several errors in one inning gave S. P.
U. four runs and the game. The
final score was 7-4. The Normal
squad showed a great improvement
over the day before and outhit the
collegians-, but errors at the wrong
time lost us the game. Frank pitched
a very creditable game.
The next team that Normal faced

I
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was the strong Jonesboro Aggies,
who had a record of nine games
won and none lost. The Blue and
Gray squad had struck its stride and
came out the winner of a three to
two contest. This was the best
game of the season. Both Keaton
and Faukersly pitched good ball,
and each team fielded perfectly. The
game was fast, exciting, and well
played. The next day, however,
Jonesboro came back strong and,
with the veteran Harb in the box,
had no trouble in winning, 7-4.
Frank pitched a good game, but his
support was poor in the pinches.
The hitting of Captain Ball was the
feature of these two games.
After the· Jonesboro games the
team was just rounding into shape,
when it was disbanded. All of the
members except three or four answered their country's call and either
enlis-ted or went back to the farm.
Thus the season which promised so
much was cut short in the beginning. The loyal support of the students did a great deal toward the
success of the team and we have
every reason to believe that but for
the answering of the country's call
the boys would have made the Normal baseball team of 1917 a banner
one in the history of the s<:hool.
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NORMAL CANCELS DATES.
Many Athletes Join Colors, Necessitating Step.
Owing to the recent action of
the State Board of Education releasing the boys of the Normal
School for military duty or for
1X1rticipation in the food prepared- ·
ness campaign, the Normal School
authorities have been compelled to
cancel the remainder of the baseball schedule.
Coach Wilson had games. scheduled with Tupelo Military Institute, Jonesboro Aggies and with
each of the local institutions, Central High and M. U. S., and the
Normal team was just rounding
into form when the upheaval occurred.
About 90 per cent of the N orn·ai
boys have left, either to join t'·· ~
colors or to take up farming. Many
of the football men have answered
the. call to arms, including Captain-elect Bob Berry; Wilson, the
crack quarterback; DeSaussure,
Thurman, Tucker and Sorsby, together with Strong, Foster, Whitaker and Stafford.
The co-eds are all sad and S·Orrowful at the absence of the boys,
and the campus is losing its popularity, but all are proud of the
showing of the institution and look
for bigger things in the future.Commercial Appeal.
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My Mamnaa
U ae1
Wool S oap"

" I W ish
M i ne
Would"

The Same Qualities
that have made

Wool Soap
so highly favored for laundering woolens, linens and
fine fabrics make it also

Ideal For Toilet and Bath

SWIFT & COMPANY
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The Wheat-Your literary department is especially good in your
February issue.
The Billiken-Yours is· a newsy
and wide awake weekly paper.
M. U . S.-Your Topics is one of
the best semi-monthly papers we
receive.
English is my Jonah; I cannot master it.
It maketh me to lie down by the
firelight; it leadeth me into
troubled water.
It restoreth not my brain; it leadeth me into the paths of Lincoln
for the penalties sake ;
Yes, though I walk through the
halls to my classes, I tremble
much.
The teacher's penalty and sarcasm
comforteth me not.
He prepareth a reproof and anointest my head with it in the presence of my classmates ; my eyes
runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy will follow in the days of my strife;
And I will not dwell in the house
of the ignorant forever.
-By Student.
The Signal-We are glad to add
your paper to our list of exchanges
and hope you will stay with us. We
think your paper shows careful

preparation and has a E·trong literary support.
"Make new friends, but keep the
old;
The first is silver, the latter in
gold."
We owe this historical contrib-..ition to Miss Blount, that a maiden
knight was one who went out to
protect maidens.
Mr. Culpepper to Nell S. -If you
didn't eat so much, Miss Scott, you
wouldn't be so fat . But I like fat
people.
Miss Crawford, telling her story
-"So the blind man said he would
s-ee her," and she wondered why the
class laughed.
Newton-How many subjects ate
you carrying?
Bethel-Carrying one and dragging three.
Red (looking brown and soklierly in his uniform)-Sarah, you hok
sweet enough to kiss.
Sarah ( modestly )-\iV e move<l to
Dyersburg from Missouri.
"There's a woman in the moon-"
"How, do you know?"
"Well, that man wouldn't lie
hanging around there if there
wasn't."
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If Gerald would Steele would
Ernest Ball?
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Everybody is wondering just how
much patriotism the flag floating
from 3rn signifies. A reporter expects to interview Misses S~ott and
Groover at an early date tor further news.

See

Otto Schwill & Co.
No. 21-012 South Front Street
WRITE FOR 1917 ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
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your mill work and lumber requirem en ts.
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823 S. Belleoue Bouleoard
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Lolla Maud-What good has this
old war done anyway?
Frances-It's made the mle of
marriage licenses popular.

E. H. CLARKE & BR0.
PRINTERS, STATIONERS
ENGRAVERS

I

Printing Department, 52 South Second S trut
Phan• Cumb. 2407
Store, 18 South Main
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Some of the boys could understand why Nada Bicknell looked so
inspired when she sang ''Poor
Butterfly" at the club party. The
Columns takes this opportunity to
say that "Mr. Soldier Man" was
actually present in row K, seat 16,
on the right side of the auditorium.
That's nothing. Some of the
girls didn't know Nada was singing
at all 'cause they saw 'em first.

PAUL MILLOY
Photographer

Amelia-Let's· walk around the
block
Rebecca-Oh, I'm too tired.
Amelia-Well, let's walk half
way and' then turn around and walk
back.

Over Pantaze
Phone 3034 Main
Main and Ma dis on

Ada-Lou, what's the shortest
verse in the Bible?
Lou Ellen-Er-"God wept."

Established Thirty Years

Normal is divided between two
classes now-those who work the
garden and those who talk to the
workers.

ELECTRIC NOVELTY
<Incorporated)

co.

Supplies, Repairs, Automob ile
Accessories, Contractors
123-125 Madison Amenue

Telephon e 1053

Patronize

Mrs. R. S. Broo ks
FRUITS, CONFECTION s
A Nn T.TTNrHR.C\

Heard at the par~ at the patriotic
meeting when the Confederate and
U. S. flags were raised-"How
pretty the English flag looks with
ours." Girls, learn the Confederate flag.
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The most popular chair in the
library is· in a state of dilapidation,
but people continue to sit in it, and
it offers untold .amu~ ment to the
other students.
Wouldn't it be shocking ifEverybody came to chapel without gentle persuasion?
The teachers failed to give the
Seniors exams ?
The students should quit loitering in the halls?
Nobody flunked in June?
The Columns comes out in time?
The girls quit going to the flats?
Ethel Kabakoff and Julia got to
Education in time?
The girls should all at once decide to cultivate some ground? ·
Everybody got to meals on time?
If nobody fussed at nobody no
time?
Wouldn't it be shocking?
The Girl-Absence makes the
heart grow fonder.
The Separating Soldier-Yes., for
the other fellow.
What the Senior could sayDunno.
What he doesn't say-Hypercatelectically speaking-not knowing
with any degree of certainty, I hesitate to elucidate, fearing I may be
erroneous to a great extent-.
John-When we get woman's
suffrage, women will be jewels.
Paul-Yes; but man is. the setting
that will support the jewel.
The pass word at the dom"Is Mis·s Lizzie asleep ?"
The pass word at the building"Has Mr. Loggins gone home?"

Foot aa•
Pocket
Book
Comfort

IMPERIAL BOOT SHOP

BROWN BOOTS
Distinctively smart with touches that handlabor alone can produce. The color range
in our novelty boots is surprisingly wide
and in cludes Black, Tan, Havana Brown,
Battleship Gray, Champagne and many
effective two-tone effects that will blend
delightfully with women's costumes. You
are invited to inspect them. You will not
be asked to buy. Our prices are always
satisfactory.

Walk-Over Shoes are made ol high grade leather in the nattiest styles to 1uit p•rticular people.
They are fitted by expert1. Our prices generally
save you lrom $1.00 to $3.00 per pair; come ia
a11d see us.

Mason's Walk-Over
Boot Shop

Tidwell Shoe Company ~ p.!~:~ J!~i~ ~~:

110 South Main Street
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Bank
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Bank & Trust
Company
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Mr. Campbell-Do you know
your English?
Mr. Cooper-Naw, I don't want
to make Mr. Vaughan sick.
Rebecca-If you wanted to get
married, what would you want
first?
Gussie-A proposal.

~:~·,~~:~!~

Those Better Shoes for Clewrly Garbed Women
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Both Phones 493
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At the ball game. Lorraine-"Oh
Oh, isn't the empire good looking?
"So you love me," said the paper
bag.
"I'm just wrapped up in you,"
said the sugar.
"You're the sweetest thing in the
world," said the bag.
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W hat the Senior class found out:
"Music is love in search of a better
word."
P at's mother, wishing to get him
out of the way, told him to go and
write a story on his dog. A fev;
minutes later yelps and cries called
Mrs. P at out to the yard, where she
found P at struggling with his dog.
" I thought up a story," he said,
"but I can't get the dog to be ~ t i ll
long enough for me to sit down and
write on him."
T eacher-John, were you talking?
John-No, ma'm, I was only
looking at her.
.
T eacher-Well, then don't make
so much fuss with your eyes.

